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About this Guide
In previous years we have
produced one annual career
guide for all UCD students.
This year we have taken a
different approach, producing
six individual guides, tailored
to the needs of each of UCD’s
six academic Colleges.

At the front of this guide you will find some general information about the UCD Careers
Network and the various ways we can help you during your time at UCD and beyond.
You will also find information and advice on some of the key topics students ask us
about, including how to get started on your career planning and how to make great job
applications.
The second half of the guide has been tailored to the needs of students of your College.
We will provide you with insights into the employment market, in addition to advice on
building and articulating the key skills that employers look for in graduates. We’ll outline
the career and employability supports available within your College and through a series of
short profiles, showcase the great things that students and graduates of your College have
been doing to progress along their chosen career paths. We want this guide to be practical
and suited to your needs, and maybe a source of inspiration and ideas. As always, we would
love to hear your feedback as we strive to continually improve our service, so if you have
any feedback on this year’s guide or any suggestions for what we should include next year
please drop us an email at: careers@ucd.ie.

OK, let's start!
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Foreword
A Warm Welcome
As a graduate of social sciences up to doctoral study, I remain committed to
promoting the value and contribution made by social sciences to society at large.
Quoting from Professor Audrey Osler, Palgrave MacMillan state that social
sciences can (amongst other things):
•
•
•
•
•

Dr. David Foster
UCD Director of Career
Development & Skills
Director UCD Careers Network
(Belfield & Blackrock)

contribute to our health and well-being,
make neighbourhoods safer,
improve our children’s lives and education,
change the world for the better,
help to guarantee our democracy.

Irrespective of your subject of choice at the UCD College of Social Sciences and
Law, remember that social sciences are critical in understanding humanity, our
development and interaction with social, economic and political structures as well
as the impact we have on the world around, underneath and above us.
On behalf of the team at UCD Careers Network, I hope this publication will be
helpful as plans for life after college emerge and develop. Please do work with
UCD Careers Network activities delivered in your School and programme areas.
Please visit our new website for more information on how we can assist you in your
personal and professional development.

Meet your Career & Skills Consultant
As the Career and Skills Consultant for the College of Social Sciences and Law at
the Careers Network, I am delighted to introduce you to the extensive range of
career development initiatives that we offer from first-year to graduation, which
will help you to optimise your career potential.
In my role, I coordinate a number of career development modules, including
Career Development for Social Sciences (SSCI20020), which is new this semester.
This module will be particularly useful for students planning to complete an
internship as topics will include skills analysis, internship sourcing strategies and
CV preparation. I work closely with employers and alumni to design innovative
new events and to make sure that I have the latest insights. Following the success
of the alumni panel series that we introduced last year, we will run another series
featuring social science and law graduates who will share their career journeys and
insider tips.

Sarah Brown
Career & Skills
Consultant

My educational background is social sciences. I studied Geography at the
University of Birmingham where I focused on urban, economic and development
geography. I also hold an MSc in Career Development and Guidance. I have
continued engaging in learning as I have completed training to become a certified
MBTI practitioner, and I am currently completing the Professional Diploma in
University Teaching and Learning here in UCD. I have worked within career
development roles for ten years. I have also managed graduate recruitment within
a Big 4 firm and worked in the non-profit sector earlier in my career.
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New Name

Take a look at our our new
website. Hope you like it!
www.ucd.ie/careers
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New Look
You may have noticed that we
have recently changed our name.
We are delighted to introduce the
UCD Careers Network! We have a
bright and bold new look and
an exciting new website.
We’ve taken on board your feedback
and done our best to develop a range
of services and resources that meet
your needs and help you to thrive
at UCD and beyond.
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Here’s what some
of the students
say about us

Welcome to UCD
Careers Network

Join the dots
As the number one university in Ireland for employability,
UCD Careers Network joins the dots between your time
at university and your future career. Whatever stage you’re
at in your career, our experienced team of Career
and Skills Consultants are here to help you make the most
of your talents and to help you get ahead. Whether you’re
an undergraduate or graduate student, it’s never too early
to ask for help. We can help you to discover more about
yourself, navigate the complex job market and introduce
you to employers through our extensive network.

“Very helpful, friendly and welcoming staff."
"Highly professional, focused and
informed service."
"Wonderful service and very beneficial
to students. Informative, approachable
and helpful. True advocates of students."

CareersConnect
CareersConnect is your one-stop-shop for information
on current vacancies and events as well as 1-2-1 career
consultation bookings. To search for graduate jobs or
internships, register for an employer event or recruitment
fair or make an appointment to see a Career & Skills
Consultant, simply login to Careers Connect using
your UCD login. You can access CareersConnect via
UCDConnect or the Careers Network website.
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We can help you...
Figure out what you have to offer

Check out your Profile
for Success today!
http://www.ucd.ie/careers/
identifyyourstrengths/
Client Code: tflhe
Access Code: ucd
Password: ucd4

Students often tell us that they have
no idea what they have to offer to a
potential employer, or perhaps they
know but are struggling to articulate
it in a meaningful way. We can help
you identify key skills, experience
and attributes, and show you how to
communicate these strengths to
potential employers. A great starting
point is our Profiling for Success resource.
Profiling for Success gives you the
opportunity to work through a range
of diagnostic tools that can help you to
figure out what motivates you, what your
work style is, what you are good at, what
types of careers would interest you, how
you learn and where your aptitudes lie.
You will have a personalised report
emailed to you and you can use this
as the basis for an in-depth discussion
with a Career & Skills Consultant at
a 1-2-1 consultation.
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Plan next steps

Whether you have no plan, a vague plan or a clear plan, we can help you figure
out the next steps. Check out the interactive career planning tool on our website
for tailored tips and advice. If you would like to speak to a Career and Skills
Consultant, sign up for a 20 minute career coaching session via Careers Connect.

Build your skills
and develop your
employability

Our Career and Skills Consultants deliver a range of engaging and interactive
modules, workshops and seminars for students across all disciplines and stages.
These cover everything from developing a stand-out CV or perfecting your
interview techniques to developing the key skills that graduate employers are
seeking, like leadership, teamwork, presentation skills, commercial awareness
etc. Check with your Programme Office to find out about bespoke career
development and employability support in your area or contact your Career
and Skills Consultant.

Connect with
employers

We advertise thousands of graduate and internship opportunities. Check out the
vacancy portal on CareersConnect and follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin
or Instagram to get up to date notifications of exciting new opportunities. For
international students, our GradConnection portal offers a range of international
opportunities in India, China, the Middle East and USA. If you are considering an
internship in the USA, we’ve also got you covered! Check out our comprehensive
database of US internship opportunities; CEI Internships.
During the semester, we bring hundreds of employers onto campus. In addition
to our 4 large Recruitment Fairs (Business Finance & Management, Science,
Engineering & Technology, Careers in Law, Internships), we host lunchtime
and evening recruitment presentations by top graduate employers, employer
information stands and insightful sector-based panel discussions. With
employers from across all sectors, there really is something for everyone
and countless opportunities to connect and grow your network.

Get the job of
your dreams

In addition to helping you connect with employers, we also work to ensure you are
well-prepared to bag that internship or graduate job. Get your CV and cover letter
in shape by watching our “5 Minutes on Effective Applications” video and then
have one of our team look over them at a 1-2-1 consultation. Attend an interview
skills workshop, practice your interview performance and get valuable personal
feedback using our Sonru mock interview platform.

We are active across a range of social media platforms. We use these to
promote opportunities and events and generally keep you up to speed on
all things careers and employability related. Follow us to stay in the loop.
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Career Registration
From September 2019
onwards you will notice that
some additional questions
have been included in the
online registration process.
The answers that you give to
these three short questions
will help us to ensure that we
are providing the services and
supports that best meet your
specific needs.

Here

Getting Started
We know that getting started can be stressful and
taking those first steps can be daunting. Rest assured
that you are not the only one who is unsure about what
to do next and we are here to help you move forward
from wherever you are currently.
It’s never too soon to engage with us – whether you are
in first year or final year, the sooner you make contact,
the more we can do to help.
We have developed a new interactive career planning
tool, aimed at helping you move forward. All you need
to do is think about where you are currently in relation
to career readiness – do you have no idea what you want
to do or how to go about it? Or do you have some ideas
but there are gaps you need help filling in or maybe
you are very clear on what you want but would value a
sounding board.
Wherever you are at right now, just go to the Careers
Network website, choose the option that best reflects
your current state of career readiness (No Plan, Vague
Plan, Clear Plan) and you will receive a set of tailored
suggestions for supports, resources and activities that
can help you move forward.

There
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Key Dates 2019/20
We know you are busy and there is a LOT happening, particularly in semester 1...BUT here are
a few key dates for your diary. Please note that these are the highlights - for the full event listings,
including details of times, venues and registration information, make sure you check out
CareersConnect. New events are being added all the time so don’t miss out!

Orientation Week – 3rd to 6th September 2019
If you are new to UCD, Orientation Week is a great time to find out all you need to know.
Keep an eye out for our Career & Skills Consultants and our Career Ambassadors who will
be popping up all over campus to introduce themselves and hand out some goodies!

Michael Smurfit Graduate Business School Professional
Services Recruitment Fair – 17th September 2019
If you a Smurfit student who is interested in working in Accountancy or Consulting this
is the event for you!

Careers Network Open Day – 18th September 2019

Dates for
your diary
2019/20

Pop in and find out more about the Careers Network and how we can help you during your
time at UCD and beyond. Meet the team and we’ll give you a doughnut for your trouble!

Michael Smurfit Graduate Business School Business
Recruitment Fair – 20th September 2019
This Fair is for Smurfit students who are interested in careers in business. Meet employers
offering positions across a range of areas.

Science, Engineering & Technology Recruitment Fair
– 24th September 2019
This Fair is about all things STEM, from IT to Pharma to Engineering Project Mangement,
if you are interested in a Science, Engineering or Technology related career don’t miss this event.

Business, Finance & Management Recruitment Fair
– 25th September 2019
This Fair is for anyone who is interested in a career in Business, Finance, HR, Marketing, Management,
Accounting etc. It’s a fantastic opportunity to meet Ireland’s top graduate employers. They have opportunities for students across all academic disciplines so whether you are studying Ag. Science
or Arts (or anything else) come along to find out about the exciting opportunities on offer.

Careers in Law Recruitment Fair – 2nd October 2019
Did you know that Law firms recruit students from across all academic disciplines? You don’t need
to be studying Law to pursue a career in Law. At this Fair, you will meet some of the top Law firms in
Ireland, the UK and further afield. Come along and see if a career in Law is right for you.

Internships Fair – 28th January 2020
Internships are a fantastic way to gain work experience and find out whether a particular
company or sector is right for you. Lots of UCD programmes have built-in academic internships
but lots of students also do Summer internships. At this Fair, you can meet many employers,
across a variety of sectors who have exciting Summer opportunities on offer.

Skills for Working Life – 6th February 2020
Skills for Working Life is an 8 week programme of employer-led, interactive skills-based
workshops. It’s a great opportunity to hone your employability skills while also networking
with some of Ireland’s top graduate employers. At the end of the programme you will receive
a certificate of participation – another great achievement to add to your CV!

Big Skills Challenge – 12th February 2020
Brought to you by the UCD Careers Network in partnership with some of Ireland’s top
graduate recruiters, the Big UCD Skills Challenge is open to all students. Teams of students
compete on a series of skills-based challenges. It’s a great addition to your CV and there
are some fabulous prizes to be won!
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Skills

Leadership
•
•
•
•

Chairing a student society
or a committee
Captaining a sports team
Taking responsibility for organising an event
Being a team leader at work

Planning & Organisation
•
•

Arranging travel itineraries
Managing competing demands on your time
– studies, part-time work and other commitments
Organising fundraising and other events

Initiative

•

•
•
•

Problem Solving

Writing your own blog
Finding creative ways to raise funds as a volunteer
Participating in student competitions

Adaptability & Flexibility
•
•
•

Combining study and part-time work
Travelling or studying abroad independently
Managing multiple extra-curricular activities

•
•
•

Commercial Awareness
•

Teamwork

•

•
•
•

•

Actively participating in student projects
Commitment to a team-based sporting activity
Ability to work with others successfully in your
part-time job

How can you develop
your skills? If you are
not sure where to start,
check out the examples
above and begin building
experiences and skills to
complement the skills
you are developing in
your degree.
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Overcoming obstacles to achieve a personal goal
Finding creative solutions to workplace problems
Participating in student problem-solving competitions
Keeping up to date with business papers, magazines and
social media activity for businesses you're interested in
Joining relevant student societies e.g. Investors &
Entrepreneurs Society
Learning about the business in your part-time job

Oral Communication
•
•
•
•

Giving presentations as part of your course
Becoming a UCD Peer Mentor or Student Ambassador
Running a meeting or event
Dealing with customers via your part-time work

Get the UCD Advantage
There are ample opportunities at UCD
to develop skills through involvement
in clubs, societies, work experience,
mentoring and volunteering. You can
also use your co-curricular activity
as the basis for an application for
the UCD Advantage Award.
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Here’s what students
who have achieved
a UCD Advantage
Award have to say
about the experience:

Impact
Stand out from the crowd
At the Careers Network, we meet lots of students who are
doing great things but struggle to articulate the development
they have gained. For example, you may be a great Peer
mentor, Class Rep or Campus Ambassador but you don't know
how to communicate the value of this to a potential employer
in your CV or at an interview? If this is something you struggle
with, then check out the UCD Advantage Award.
UCD Advantage formally recognises the skills, knowledge and
experience that UCD students gain through participation in
co-curricular activities, on and off-campus. Participation will
encourage you to expand the breadth of your co-curricular
activity and get involved in things that you may not have
considered previously. This can open up a world of opportunity
in terms of meeting new people, experiencing new situations
and developing a whole host of new skills. Crucially, it will also
help you to effectively articulate your skills, attributes and
experience, in applications and at interviews.
Recipients of the UCD Advantage Award will be presented with
a certificate at a celebration ceremony and the UCD Advantage
Award will appear on the Diploma Supplement you receive at
graduation. You can list the achievement of the UCD Advantage
Award in the “Achievements” section of your CV.

100% recommendation
100% of students would recommend
UCD Advantage to fellow students.
You can register for UCD Advantage
at any time, quickly and easily via
SISWeb. For more information go to:
http://www.ucd.ie/careers/
advantage/

“Applying for the award helps you to
structure your skills and organise your
thoughts to prep for your CV or interview.”
“Being recognised by your university for
extra-curricular activities is so important.
It helped me to explain in my Masters
interview, examples of leadership, team
work and organisation skills as a member
of a UCD Society.”
“I think the award encouraged me to
actively think about my activities in UCD,
and the skills I'd learned, and helped me
to articulate responses to questions
about them.”
“It encouraged me to participate more
in UCD events. Along the way, I picked up
different skills which were useful at group
work and I then had stories to use at an
interview.”
“It has given me something tangible to
be proud of in terms of my involvement
in extra-curricular activities.”
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Here are our top five tips
for putting together
an impactful application:
1. Start by analysing
the job advert so that
you have an in-depth
understanding of the
recruiter’s requirements.
2. Always tailor your CV
to show that you meet
the employer’s needs by
matching your skills and
experience to their stated
requirements.
3. Prove that you are a
strong candidate by giving
examples of your skills
and achievements.
4. When assessing the
content of your CV ask
yourself ‘so what?’ after
each statement. If it isn’t
really saying anything or
is not relevant, does it
have a place on your CV?
5. Don’t cut corners
when it comes to your
cover letter. This is an
important part of your
application as it allows
you to demonstrate your
particular interest in the
organisation and role, and
shows that you’ve done
your research!
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Impactful Applications
Your CV and cover letter or your online application form are
your sales and marketing tools. The quality of your application
determines whether or not you get an interview. This is your
opportunity to highlight your strengths, skills and experience
to a potential employer and set out what makes you a great
fit for the role. Tailoring your CV, cover letter or application
to the requirements of the role is critical – a “one size fits all”
approach won’t do you any favours.
Watching our “5 minutes on Effective Applications” video is a
great way to get started. It will quickly bring you up to speed
on the essentials of putting an impactful CV and cover letter
together. You can also attend one of our effective applications
workshops. Check with your Career & Skills Consultant to see
if there's one scheduled for your particular programme or go
to Careers Connect to find and register for one of our regular
open workshops.
When you have a draft you are reasonably happy with, you can
come in for a 1-2-1 consultation and get some expert advice
and feedback from one of the team. Before you do however,
work through the checklist overleaf. This will help make sure
you get the most from your consultation.

Cover Letter Checklist
Your cover letter should be in formal letter format and no more than
one page in length. It should address the following points:
•
•
•
•

Introduction/why you are writing
Summary of your key skills and experience relative to the
role (this should compliment what's in your CV, not repeat it
verbatim). Outline why you are a great fit.
Why you want this job or to work for the company? Show your
enthusiasm and demonstrate that you have done your research.
Closing/sign off

Vacancies
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Opportunities
CV Checklist
Heading

•
•

Does your name appear in bold at the top of the page (not the words; Curriculum Vitae)?
Are your contact details, including phone number and email address, clearly visible under your
name?

•
•

Is it concise, tailored and relevant to the specific role you are applying?
Is it specific and evidence-based as opposed to generic or clichéd?

Education

•
•
•
•
•

Have you clearly stated your qualification titles, institutions attended and start and end dates?
Have you included your current GPA/expected award classification?
Have you included a select number of the modules most relevant to the specific role?
Have you mentioned any project you have completed that is relevant to the specific role?
Have you listed your most recent qualifications, before listing older qualifications e.g., your
Leaving Certificate?

Work
Experience

•

Have you clearly stated the job title, company/organisation name and stated start and end
dates?
Have you outlined your key responsibilities (not a task list) and achievements using bullet points?
Does each bullet point start with a strong action verb and give specific details, including metrics
where possible?
Have you clearly articulated skills and experiences relevant to the role you are applying for?
Have you listed your most recent job first and then worked back?

Personal Profile
Summary (optional)

•
•
•
•

Skills Section
(optional)

•
•
•

Have you included only skills that are relevant to the role you are applying to?
Have you backed up your claims with specific evidence and examples?
Do you provide specific information where possible e.g., levels of language proficiency, IT software packages, coding languages, etc.?

Interests &
Achievements

•
•
•

Do the interests/achievements included demonstrate relevant transferable skills?
Have you included relevant voluntary work, society memberships or sports teams?
Have you included membership of any professional bodies or relevant organisations?

References

•
•

Have you either stated “References available upon request” OR given referees’ names, job titles
and contact details?
If you have given referees, is one an employer and one an academic lecturer?

•
•
•
•
•

Is your CV 2 pages or less?
Is it easy to read e.g. font size 11 or 12, with clear headings and subheadings?
Have you used bullet points instead of paragraphs?
Have you avoided generic statements and instead used specific examples to support claims?
Have you had someone else proof-read it?

Final Checks
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Interview

SONRU- Online
Interview Practice
Practice your interview
skills in the comfort of your
own home. Whether you
are preparing for a video
interview or a face-to-face
interview doing a practice
run using online the SONRU
platform is a great way to
hone your technique. You
can capture your responses
to interview questions on
video and then receive
personalized feedback and
suggestions for improvement
from a Career & Skills
Consultant. To book your
practice interview contact
careers@ucd.ie
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Ace that interview!
If you are invited to interview it means that ‘on paper’
you seem like a good fit for the role and the potential
employer would like to validate this by finding out a bit
more about you. An interview also provides you with the
opportunity to evaluate whether the organisation and
role are right for you.
Preparation is essential to successful performance
at interviews. The more prepared you are, the more
confident you will feel. It is vital that you research the
job and the organisation thoroughly, using all available
resources (for example the company website, annual
reports, strategy documents, Linkedin, Google News
search etc). Anticipate possible questions, particularly
those relating to the skills and knowledge sought;
consider how you will respond to these and what
evidence you can provide to convey your suitability.
Prepare examples to illustrate your key skills and
competencies.
Find out who will interview you, the length of the
interview, and if tests or other selection methods will
be used. Before the interview, make sure you read
through your copy of the application form or CV that
accompanied your job application – be clear on what
you wrote as you may be asked to elaborate further
at interview.
Make sure you look at our “5 minutes on Interviews”
video. It goes through all the “do’s” and “don’t’s of
a successful interview and contains lots of helpful
advice on navigating different types of interviews
and making sure you put your best foot forward.
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At the interview
– our top tips

Here are a few of our top tips:
Many interviews are now competency-based. This means
that the questions are focused on eliciting from you specific
examples that evidence relevant competencies or skills, for
example; teamwork, problem-solving, commercial awareness,
leadership etc. They usually take the following type of format –
“Tell me about a time when you worked effectively as part
of a team”, “Give me an example of a challenging problem
that you solved” or “Have you ever led a project? Tell me
about that experience”. When faced with these types of
questions, the key things to remember are:
1. Use a specific example. Do not talk about what you would
do or what you usually do in these types of situations. Have
a bank of examples prepared that illustrate and evidence the
key competencies that the employer is likely to be looking for.
2. Use “I” rather than “We”. When you say “We did xyz” it is
not clear to the interviewer who actually did the work – did you
draw up the project plan or did you just stand there watching
while your team-mates did it? The interviewer needs to be able
to see your specific contribution so it’s important to use the
first person.
3. Use the STAR approach (Situation Task Action Result)
to answer questions. This will help to ensure that you answer
competency-based questions in a clear and structured manner,
giving the interviewer what they are looking for.
Situation – First give the interviewer some context and
background. Keep it concise though – this should just give
them enough such that they understand what your example
is all about.
Task – Describe your role or goal – what was required of you?
What was your specific remit? Again, keep this fairly concise.
Action – Spend more time on this. In a logical, structured
fashion, talk your interviewer through the actions that you
took to achieve your goal. Remember to use “I”.
Result – Describe the outcome. Ideally give examples that
have a positive outcome that showcases the impact of your
contribution. You can also talk about what you learned from
the experience and how you have applied or would apply
this learning in the future.

Offer

Dress for success – even if the workplace
has a casual dress code wear professional
attire for your interview.
Breathe! Do some breathing exercises to calm
your nerves. Remember that it’s completely
normal to feel nervous.
Greet your interviewer(s) with a smile,
a confident handshake and make good eye
contact. Convey energy and enthusiasm.
Listen carefully to the questions and ask for
clarification if required.
Maintain good posture and be conscious of
your body language.
Stay calm and take a moment to compose
your thoughts before answering any tricky
questions.
Have a few questions prepared to ask the
interviewer at the end – show them you are
interested in their company and the role.

15
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Social Science graduates are
employed across the private,
public and third sectors in
a wide range of roles and
industries, from professional
services to education, social
work, not for profits, the
media and creative industries.

Talent

Social Scie
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Pipeline
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Which skills have you
developed from the
Social Sciences Skills
Checklist?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Research
Critical analysis
Communication
Plan, organise
& prioritise work
Problem-solving
Teamwork &
collaboration
ICT
Creativity
Global Skills (Languages,
Social and Cross-cultural
Skills)
Commercial Awareness
Initiative & Drive
Leadership &
Responsibility
Adaptability
Resilience
Entrepreneurial Flair

Eminently Employable!
As a Social Sciences student, you will develop
a wide range of skills during your time at UCD.
The British Academy’s 2017 report ‘The Right Skills’
identifies a common core of skills shared across
social sciences, that can be grouped into
3 categories:
• Communication and Collaboration – Being able
to communicate clearly and concisely with others,
developing persuasive arguments, tailoring your
message to the audience and working effectively
in multi-disciplinary teams.
• Research and Analysis - Designing research and
collecting evidence, manipulating information
and data, applying qualitative and quantitative
methods of analysis, and critically interpreting,
assessing and evaluating findings to reach
conclusions.
• Attitudes and behaviours characterised by
problem solving, creativity and adaptability.
There are many additional skills that you might
have developed. Take a look at the Social Science
Skills Checklist – which skills have you developed?
It is important to remember that whilst graduates
from other disciplines may possess these skills,
Social Science students stand out for bringing the
‘human’ element that is so important.
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Social Science Graduates
Social Science graduates are able to move between careers
throughout their working lives, using their skills to adapt to
different industries and become successful leaders. Research
from the British Council in 2015 showed that 44% of global
leaders have a Social Sciences bachelor’s degree1.

Anusha De,
MSc. Economics
(2019)

Predicting what the future of work will look like is difficult,
but Social Science graduates are well placed both to shape
the future and to take advantage of the opportunities the
future will present.
The ability to understand and interpret data developed
through the study of Social Sciences is an essential feature
of life in the 21st century, and with an increasingly global
labour market, language skills, intercultural understanding
and a global mind-set will be a crucial feature for the
economy.

1
The right skills: Celebrating skills in the arts,
humanities and social sciences, British Academy for the
Humanities and Social Sciences (2017); pg 11.

Caroline McAniff,
Head of Recruitment, EY
"Each year, EY hire graduates from Social
Sciences & Law for a wide variety of positions
across the business including Consultancy,
Audit and Tax. The graduates we hire are
enterprising, creative and bright. We value
their ability to persuasively communicate
their ideas and work collaboratively with
others on a range of projects. From their
studies, they have developed excellent
research and critical thinking skills."

"My course has helped me to develop a range of professional
skills apart from the specific economic knowledge obtained
through my coursework. Students were highly encouraged to
work in groups, prepare presentations, be proactive in class,
manage deadlines and acquire technical skills. The course has
been very helpful in preparing me to face the corporate world
as an economist. Not only this, being someone interested in
further studies, I have always found a helping hand within the
academic staff. Throughout my course I participated in weekly
career development workshops organised by my tutors and
the Careers Network. Topics included companies willing to
recruit economists, developing a LinkedIn profile, how to
move forward with networking and preparing CV and cover
letters. Along with that, for students preferring an academic
pathway, talks about Ph.D. applications were also held.
The Friday seminars along with the constant guidance
received from my MSc supervisor have been key pillars in
my development. In addition, the Careers Network has
resources to learn about academic applications and prepare
for interviews. For future students, I would suggest starting to
network from an early stage, giving yourself enough time to
consider
all your career options, alongside identifying your strengths
and weaknesses."
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Engaged

You can find out more
about volunteering at:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

studentvolunteer.ie/ucd
ucdvo.org
camara.org
sucdsvp.org
svp.ie
niteline.ie
activelink.ie
volunteer.ie
sucdsvp.org
depaulireland.ie
focusireland.ie
aiesec.ie
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Involved
When hiring graduates, employers look for students who have built upon
the skills and experience they gain through their academic studies by getting
involved in activities outside the curriculum and engaging with the wider
university community.
For Social Sciences students there are a myriad of opportunities to get engaged
and make a difference. For inspiration, check out what Hugh and Katherine did
during their time at UCD.
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Hugh Fitzpatrick,
BA International History
& Politics (2019)

“I had an incredible time at UCD, but this only really kicked
in second year when I pushed myself out there and took on
all the opportunities available to me. I decided to apply to UCD
Volunteers Overseas and for Erasmus the following year. While
in first year, I would have heard about some of these opportunities, I would have been fearful of living away, but in second
year I said I would ‘do first and think second’. These were two
incredible experiences where I meet people from all different
degrees and years in UCD and then on Erasmus, I really pushed
myself to meet new people and to thrive in a new environment.
If university has taught me one thing is that you have to be
proactive, taking action and seeking out the opportunities UCD
has to offer.
I would advise students to organise the information they
receive online. If you want to find job opportunities, scholarship
opportunities and society and sports events, change your
setting on your social media newsfeeds to prioritise them.
Follow UCD clubs, societies, and your schools. Be open to
risks - which could mean applying for exchange programs,
joining a sports committee in second year, going on trips away
when you don't know anyone!"

Katherine Ahern,
BA History & Politics
(Stage 3)

“I am UCD’s EU Careers Ambassador for 2019/20. My role
is to promote career opportunities throughout the European
Union on campus. I will be promoting fantastic internship
and graduate programme opportunities throughout the year.
I applied for this role after I received an email from UCD
Careers Network. I thought it would be a wonderful
opportunity for me to develop my knowledge of the various
EU institutions, as well as improving my presentation,
communication, and networking skills. I was thrilled when
I found out I was chosen to be UCD’s EU Careers Ambassador
and am looking forward to the two-day training programme
I will be attending in the European Parliament in Brussels
in September 2019!
In Brussels, I will get an opportunity to meet EU Careers
Ambassadors throughout the Union, as well as meeting the
Irish permanent representative. I will also learn about the
opportunities available in Europe for UCD students.
I am currently in my final year of studying History and
Politics. I am passionate about international politics and
how countries interact with each other. I welcome the
opportunity to promote EU Careers on campus. I will be
promoting these various opportunities as well as hosting a
number of information sessions via presentations and social
media. I look forward to meeting you and speaking to you
about the fantastic career opportunities available in the EU!"
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Tips for Social
Science Students
A degree in Social Sciences
can take you anywhere.
However, it can be hard to
decide on a career path when
there are so many career
opportunities available.

To help you decide on the path to take after
UCD, why not participate in the Career Mentoring
Programme or attend some alumni panel events
to learn more about your career options. Doing
an internship, work experience or work shadowing
is also a great way to build skills and gain insight
into a particular role, organisation or sector.
As a Social Sciences student, there are also a number
of credit-bearing Career Development modules that
you can take. These modules are specifically designed
to help you develop employability skills and learn
more about career action planning.
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Student feedback
has been extremely
positive

Learn about Career Options:
Alumni Panel Events
Each semester we invite Alumni from Social Sciences back
on campus to talk about their career path to date. It’s a great
opportunity to network, learn about careers in various sectors
and hear how graduates applied the skills they gained in their
degree to their chosen career. Previous alumni panels have
featured graduates from sectors such as NGO’s & Charities,
Marketing, PR & Advertising, Law, Public Sector, Arts &
Media, and EU and international roles. Keep an eye on
CareersConnect for details of upcoming panel events.

Gain insights from a Mentor:
UCD Career Mentoring Programme
The UCD Career Mentoring Programme matches students with
UCD alumni who can offer support in learning about a specific
career and sector. A mentor can help you clarify your career
goals, develop your confidence and give you a rare first-hand
insight into a particular role or sector.
Each year we have mentors from a wide range of sectors
including media & journalism, diplomatic services, politics,
EU institutions, education, finance, arts & culture, marketing,
data analytics, government and public relations. The Career
Mentoring Programme is open to second year undergraduate
Social Sciences and Law students. Applications for the
programme open in September, so keep an eye on your e-mail
and Careers Network social media for more information.

“I feel like my career goals are now
more focused”
“It was very helpful to hear from people
working in the field and get their advice”
“More confident about getting an
internship or voluntary position”

Take a Career Development
Module: PSY30320 & SSCI20020
PSY30320 Career Development in Psychology and the new
SSC20020 Career Development in Social Sciences are career
development modules designed to facilitate academic,
personal and career development and to enable you to develop
employability skills. Students gain an appreciation of how to
navigate the graduate recruitment process, how to be effective
in the workplace and how to take ownership of their career
development. Topics covered in the module include effective
job applications, Internships, CV’s & cover letters, interview
techniques, self-awareness, presentation skills and teamwork.
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"Since beginning my undergraduate, I was determined to gain
real-life experiences by volunteering and becoming a peer
mentor so that I could develop a sense of my career of interest.
These experiences confirmed that I wanted to work with people
in an actively supportive environment in an empowering and
meaningful way. Although I was unsure of what area within
Psychology I wanted to pursue, I quickly learned that I would want
to continue to study Psychology at a postgraduate, and hopefully,
doctoral level.

Anna Collins,
BA Psychology
(Stage 3)

The Careers Network were an asset this year for me regarding
my career direction, development and learning. I have learned
about the career I wish to pursue from partaking in the UCD
Career mentoring programme and the ‘Career Development
in Psychology’ module. In my careers class, I was learning
about professional areas within Psychology, applying for
postgraduate studies, interview skills, CV and cover letter writing
and networking. At this same time, I was paired with a very
experienced Educational psychologist for my career mentor. My
mentor challenged me to the type of work environment and
values I deem most important. Being involved in the programme
has made me consider all my career options and reflect on myself
critically within the professional world. Thanks to my career
mentor and career development class, I have a clearer vision of
where I want to go and how I will go about it after I graduate in
my undergraduate. I also feel more confident in doing so, as I have
more of an idea as to what is expected of me from an employer’s
perspective.
I would say that for any discipline, gaining insight is crucial.
For me, this was done by talking to anyone I knew and getting
involved in lots of different initiatives and programmes. Also, if
you are involved in extra-curricular activities, I would recommend
applying for UCD Advantage Award."
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"I decided to sign up to the Career Mentoring Programme
as I am studying to be a social worker, so the opportunity to
gain advice from a practitioner was immediately of interest.
The programme is a golden opportunity to get a sense as to
whether the area of interest to you would really match up to
your expectations as a place you would like to work. In my
case, I was particularly pleased with the excellent match that
the programme was able to make for me between my mentor
who works for Education & Welfare, Tusla, Child & Family
Agency. My Mentor and I engaged straight away following the
introductory evening and have been actively corresponding
ever since, including two face-to-face meetings and further
contact is planned.

Aidan Byrne
BSocSci
(Stage 2)

The benefit to me has been easy access to practitioner
expertise and the value of the guidance that I am receiving
through that contact. It has helped me to gain valuable
knowledge of the practicalities of social work in the child and
family protection sphere, and has confirmed that I would like
to work for Tusla as the work they do is excellent.
I would strongly recommend the Career Mentoring
Programme as I have found it to be exceptionally helpful and
the whole experience has been positive. It is an opportunity
not to be missed!"
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Experience

Work
You can enhance your
employability with an
Internship. Read more at
www.ucd.ie/careers
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Internships are growing in popularity,
and in the current recruitment market,
employers not only look for a good
degree from a top university but
professional experience as well.
Doing an internship will help you
gain insights into a particular career
path which may help you sharpen
your career focus, and you’ll have the
opportunity to develop your skills.
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80% of employers now offer internship
programmes.
(Gradireland Graduate Salary & Graduate Recruitment Trends
Survey, 2018)

Enhance your Employability
with an Internship
Research shows that 31% of this year’s graduate vacancies
will be filled by graduates who’ve completed work experience
in the organisation, so doing an internship can also be your
stepping stone to a graduate job (High Fliers Research, 2018).

With these benefits in mind, where can
you find an internship that matches
your interests?
CareersConnect and the UCD Careers Network Internships
Fair are great places to start your search, and you should also
check out GradIreland and Activelink (the Irish Network for
Non Profit Recruitment). Many organisations recruit interns
from all academic disciplines so as a Social Sciences student,
you could consider internships in a wide range of sectors,
including management, consulting, finance or marketing.

But what if you can’t find an advertised
internship that appeals to you?
The good news is that there are many hidden opportunities
waiting to be uncovered! The first step is to research where
you might like to intern and make a target list. If you have a
particular interest in the not for profit sector, for example,
you could search the Benefacts database of Irish non-profits
(https://search.benefacts.ie/) or consult the Directory
of National Voluntary Organisations on the Citizens
Information Board website.
The next step is to talk to professionals working in your
target organisations, to gain insights and find out whether
there are any potential opportunities. As well as using your
own contacts, you can make new connections at professional
events and by using LinkedIn. A great place to start is by
tapping into the UCD alumni network on LinkedIn. And
remember, the key to sourcing the internship you want,
is to be patient and talk to lots of people.

Academic Internships
for BSc. Social Sciences
Students
BSc Social Sciences students have the
opportunity to do an academic internship
in Stage 3 of the programme, in either
Semester 1 or Semester 2. You can
source your own internship if you wish
or apply to a variety of roles sourced by
UCD Social Sciences from organisations
across the private, public and voluntary/
NGO sectors. These internships broadly
reflect the different skills and knowledge
you acquire during the first two years of
your degree, allowing you to pursue new
or long-standing interests and to apply
your learning in real-world situations.
You will receive academic credit
equal to a full-semester workload (30
credits), assessed by means of reflective
writing pieces and an ePortfolio.
Working closely with the UCD Careers
Network, Paul Murphy, Internships and
Employability Officer for Social Sciences,
will assist students throughout the
process.
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What are Graduate
Programmes and should
I apply for them?!
When you hear people talk about
‘graduate programmes’ you might equate
this to accountancy and finance roles.
Traditionally graduate programmes
existed in a small number of large
professional, banking and consulting
firms. However, in recent years
organisations across a diverse variety of
sectors, from Paddy Power to the Peter
McVerry Trust have developed graduate
programmes that are open to students
from all disciplines.
So what exactly is a graduate
programme?
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Essentially, it’s a structured training
programme transitioning you from
university to professional working life
in an organisation. Over the course of
your programme you receive specialist
training relevant to the sector you are
working in as well as support to pursue
professional exams (if applicable).
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Some programmes include rotations, for example on a
24-months' programme you might have 4 rotations of six
month’s duration across different areas of the business.
This allows you to experience different departments and
get involved in a variety of projects.

Cathy Greene,
BA Psychology
(2018)

Is it for me?
Firstly, consider where your interest lies. Are you interested
in HR or marketing? Are you interested in public policy or
working in the EU? Also consider which sectors you are
interested in. Would you like to work in Retail, ICT, Research,
Journalism or with a Government body? Companies such as
Aidl, Lidl, Musgraves, Jameson, Vodafone, Amazon, ESRI, CSO,
GLG, Salesforce, Enterprise Ireland, Focus Ireland, Trocaire,
IBEC, An Post and IDA offer graduate programmes across a
number of departments including HR, Digital Marketing,
Business Planning, Business Analytics, Communications and
policy development.

Next steps
Start your research online by checking company websites,
Careers Connect and Gradireland. Take a look at For Purpose
(www.forpurpose.ie) for graduate programmes in the not for
profit sector.
Once you have a clearer idea of your interests, the best way
to find out more is to talk to people. Build your network by
attending the Careers Network Recruitment Fairs and
employer events on campus. Come to our Alumni panel
series and meet College of Social Sciences and Law graduates
working across a range of sectors.

Adrian McCarthy, Manager, For Purpose
“The not-for-profit sector is a growing area which
offers a wide range of career paths for graduates.
Social Science graduates are well placed to secure
graduate roles in fundraising & communications,
programmes, housing management and further
areas on the For Purpose programme.”

"I graduated from UCD in 2018 with a BA in Psychology,
and I will be starting the Audit and Assurance graduate
programme with KPMG in September 2019. It is a three-year
graduate programme working in their Dublin office while
they help me study for my Accountancy exams. It is a great
way to become a qualified accountant while getting experience
within the industry at one of the country’s top auditing firms.
I loved studying Psychology in UCD but I had no idea what
to do after I finished my degree. I made sure to take time to
concentrate on my future and the UCD Careers Network were
a huge help. Their one to one appointments were extremely
helpful as all the information was specific to me and I was
able to get advice on improving my CV and cover letter for job
applications.
It was at the Careers Network Business Finance & Management
Recruitment Fair that I was introduced to the KPMG Audit
and Assurance graduate programme. I learned all about the
programme and realised this was the path for me. The KPMG
stand helped reassure me that it didn’t matter what I studied
for my undergraduate as they were looking for students from all
backgrounds for their graduate programme. The fair allowed me
to consider a range of different paths for my future."
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People
Alongside academic qualifications,
graduate employers look to hire
students who have been involved
on-campus and gained relevant
professional experience, and
therefore have developed a
range of professional skills and
attributes that will prepare them
to successfully adapt to the
workplace.

Law

Performance
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What do employers
look for in aspiring legal
professionals?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current affairs İnterest
and knowledge
Commercial awareness
Interpersonal skills
Communication skills &
the ability to negotiate
Analytical & problemsolving skills
Organisational skills
Attention to detail &
accuracy
Work ethos/common
sense
Leadership
Resilience
Professional approach,
integrity & respect for
confidentiality

What are Graduate
Employers Looking For?
Commercial awareness is one of the most important
attributes across all industries and in the private and
public sectors alike. But what does it actually mean
to be commercially aware? It essentially means
having a good understanding of how a business
works, their commercial objectives, as well as being
knowledgeable about how the business competes
in the marketplace and how your role may affect
business performance. If a job advert highlights the
important of being ‘customer focused’ or having
an ’entrepreneurial flair’ it is another clue that the
recruiter values commercial awareness in candidates.
Graduate recruiters want students to demonstrate
a range of skills or competencies from leadership,
teamwork and interpersonal skills, to problem
solving, critical thinking, project management
and communication skills. Being creative, resilient
and having global skills (such as languages and
intercultural awareness) are becoming increasingly
important.
However, top graduate employers sometimes
find that students lack the skills that they require.
The Gradireland Graduate Salary and Graduate
Recruitment Trends Survey shows that the biggest
perceived shortfalls relate to communication skills
and those relating to autonomous working.
So, with this in mind, you need to make sure that
your skills are up to scratch, but how can you
develop your skills?
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Eimear Power, Graduate Recruitment Manager, Arthur Cox
“The reason we have always sought to hire UCD students is not just
because of their strong academic backgrounds. We value their highly
developed analytical and problem solving skills as much as their academic
ability.
We like to see students who get involved in extra-curricular activities,
both inside and outside of college life, as it allows students to develop
skills such as time management, prioritisation, team working, leadership
and commercial awareness. While gaining work experience in a legal
setting is beneficial, it is by no means a pre-requisite, any work experience
is valuable.
Other qualities we look for are entrepreneurialism, drive and tenacity. We
are hiring trainees, not qualified lawyers, and as such we don’t expect you
to come in knowing everything. The onus is on us to give trainees all of the
tools and support they need to excel in their career, but the onus is on the
trainee to have the drive and the desire to maximise their own potential.”
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Skills

Strategies for
Skill Development
To be successful in recruitment processes you need
to give specific examples demonstrating your skills
and attributes, because just saying you can do
something is not enough! Graduate recruiters from
the top employers have told us that students can
struggle to demonstrate their skills. The best way
to develop a range of examples is to get involved
both on and off campus.
So, what actions can you take
to improve your skills?

Attend Insight Days/Open Days
Your opportunity to experience a firm first hand. Find out
about the work, the people, the culture and the sector.
Targeted at first years mainly.

Participate in the Legal & Professional
Skills Module (LAW10420) –
This module for first year students is focused on supporting
you to develop a range of skills and aptitudes including
commercial awareness, teamwork, presentation skills,
professional written communication, negotiation skills
and time management. Students who took the module in
the 2018-19 academic year said:

Success

•
•
•

“I found the guest speakers very interesting and
they gave me great insights into different careers”
“We were given valuable information about career
development i.e. internships and CVs”
“The negotiation skills class was very fun”

Gain Experience by Volunteering
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Help out locally with a cause that interests you, or consider
gaining international experience by volunteering abroad
e.g. Peer Mentoring and UCD Volunteer Overseas. You can
use your experience to apply for the UCD Advantage Award.
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Throughout the course of my degree I’ve had plenty of opportunities to get
involved in community life in UCD. One of the highlights has been my time
with the Student Legal Service, a student-run society that provides free legal
information to the students of UCD. On top of this invaluable service, the
society also runs various other events and competitions, such as the Negotiating
Competition (which I was fortunate enough to win in second year), Law B&L Day
(the law faculty’s charity day), a student-edited publication, and Ireland’s only
Student Legal Convention. Throughout my involvement with the society I’ve
been able to develop several transferable skills, such as negotiating, event
organisation, and written and oral communication, that will serve me
well once I enter the “real world”.

Shane Clune,
Bachelor of Business
& Law (2019)

Another highlight of my time in college would have to be the London Law Trip,
which I went on in second year. This is an annual trip organised by the Careers
Network, where law students get to visit London law firms, and see if they’d
like to start their career there. The trip was good fun, and an invaluable learning
experience; it gave me a sense of perspective, helped me to develop a network of
contacts in London, and gave me confidence that my degree is highly regarded
internationally.
I’d highly recommend getting involved in anything that you’re even half curious
about, as the rewards far outweigh the downsides. It’s a great way to learn new
skills, meet great people, and do something a bit more interesting with your
college years!

Get Involved On Campus

Participate in Career Mentoring

Join Clubs and Societies e.g. Student Legal Service (SLS) and
the Students Management Fund, and take on positions of
responsibility.

We'll match you with a professional working in an area of
interest, and receive invaluable support and advice about how
to successfully develop your career.

Become a Campus Ambassador

Apply for the London Law Study Visit

Some law firms hire students to organise events and promote
their firm on campus. This is an opportunity to demonstrate
your interest in the firm and show creativity and organisational
skills.

Each year the UCD Careers Network organises a week
long study visit to top commercial law firms in London. 20
students participate in the programme gaining an opportunity
to network with key influencers, develop their industry
knowledge, as well as a range of employability skills specific to
the legal sector.

Build your Work Experience
Many summer internship programmes/vacation schemes
offered by large law and professional service firms are aimed
at 2nd year students onwards and run to strict timetables. You
could also consider arranging work experience with a smaller
firm.

Follow Industry News
By reading newspapers and Twitter feeds everyday and
professional publications on a regular basis e.g. the Financial
Times, The Economist, Law Society of Ireland Gazette.

Attend On Campus Events

Read Relevant Career Publications

UCD Careers Network organises a wide range of events on
campus each year that will give you an opportunity to gain
career insights into a range of career paths, meet UCD alumni,
and graduate employers looking to hire interns and students
for graduate roles. There are 4 Recruitment Fairs each year,
in addition to many employer presentations, the ‘Skills for
Working Life’ programme, and a series of Alumni Panel Events.

For example, Ireland’s Leading 100 Graduate Employers,
GradIreland Sector Guides, Careers Network Entrepreneurship
Guide.
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Sooner

"54% of employers
recruit up to 50% of their
graduate programme
intake from those who
have previously interned
with them." - Gradireland
Graduate Salary &
Graduate Recruitment
Trends Survey, 2018.

Better

Develop Professionally with Insight Experiences
Insight experiences are commonplace within law firms, professional services and banks, and provide
you with opportunities to gain a taster of a career within law or another area, and within different
firms. Recruitment for aspiring solicitors begins earlier than for many other professions, so it is worth
engaging with these opportunities from first year.
What are Insight Days?

What are the benefits of applying?

Insight days have become increasingly popular over the last ten
years, and are primarily aimed at first year students. Firms use
different terminology for their first year programmes, so as well
as insight days, you may hear reference to insight programmes/
workshops, first year workshops, open days, Spring Weeks and first
year vacation schemes.

Participating in these programmes offers a really valuable tool
when making decisions about your future career as you can
really get to know a firm, its culture and the work they do.
They are also a great way to demonstrate your commitment to
a career in law and to build your network.

They are essentially structured work experience programmes that
last from one day upto one week. They are designed to give a brief
insight into the firm and life as a solicitor, and usually involve a
range of activities such as presentations on life at the firm and
typical work undertaken, workshops, networking with members
of the firm (from trainee to partner level), workshops, group
exercises, and an office tour.
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Application deadlines vary, but are usually from the end
of November to the start of January. The process is very
competitive so make sure you spend enough time on your
application so that it stands out for the right reasons.
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Employers who offer Insight
experiences:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A&L Goodbody
Arthur Cox
Byrne Wallace
Eversheds Sutherland
Holmes O’Malley Sexton
Matheson
McCann Fitzgerald
William Fry
Allen & Overy
Clifford Chance
Dentons
Herbert Smith Freehills
Linklaters
Norton Rose Fulbright
Pinsent Masons
Slaughter and May

Internships and
Vacation Schemes
Who should apply for internships and vacation
schemes?
All large law firms offer internships or as they are called in
the UK, vacation schemes, and they are aimed at second year
students onwards.

When do internships take place?
Summer internships in Irish law firms are usually four weeks
and for many firms, applications commence in January. UK Law
Firms offer winter, spring and summer vacation schemes and
applications usually open in September/October and close in
December/January.

Why should I do an internship?
Internships provide structured work experience, giving you
the opportunity to work on live cases and transactions, and to
shadow lawyers, sit in on client meetings and observe them
giving legal advice.
As well as helping you to improve your skills and legal
knowledge, completing an internship could lead to an offer
of a training contract as many employers use this as a major
recruitment method viewing an internship as an extended
interview.

"The variety of both business and law modules in my course has allowed me to
develop a desire to pursue a career as a Corporate Lawyer after my studies. I am
currently the A&L Goodbody Brand Ambassador on the UCD Campus for the
academic year 2018/19. I applied for the role upon completing a LawStart Day
within ALG last January. This November, I decided to apply to A&L Goodbody
through the Legal Placement (LAW30760) module which is available for third
year students. I was delighted to receive a place in the A&L Goodbody Summer
Internship Programme in June 2019 through this application. I believe this will be
an extremely valuable 4 weeks for me as it gives me an opportunity to get involved
in real work with an excellent support system to ensure my every success. The
Programme provides a Traineeship interview at the end which was a key factor in
my decision to apply.

Doreen McCarthy,
Bachelor of Business
& Law (Stage 3)

My advice would be to get involved in work experience opportunities in 1st and
2nd year. There are some brilliant Insight Days, and LawStart Days available to 1st
and 2nd year students studying both business or law. Although these may seem
daunting, there is an abundance of support available from UCD Careers Network,
in person and online. The Careers Network always points me in the right direction
when it comes to CV’s and applications!."
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What can you do if you
don’t want a career in
corporate law?
Whilst many law graduates choose to pursue a career within a law firm, that is

Want to explore your
career interests and
options in more detail? Book your appointment
through CareersConnect.

not the only option when you graduate. In 2017, the top 6 employers of UCD
law graduates were; Arthur Cox, A&L Goodbody, Eversheds Sutherland, Phillip
Lee, Hayes Solicitors, and Beauchamps, and alongside these employers our law
graduates have gained employment across all sectors (private, public and not for
profit).
You might want to consider working in industry as an in-house solicitor, where
opportunities exist across a wide range of sectors. There are also a wide variety
of business focused roles that law graduates are well skilled to enter including;
accountancy and finance, analytics, project management, consultancy,
marketing and advertising, HR and recruitment, sales, business development,
operations and supply chain management. Graduate opportunities within
these areas can be found in a wide range of businesses with the main sectors

Plan A

in Ireland being financial services, professional services, technology and start
up’s, e-commerce, retail, pharmaceutical and engineering. UCD law graduates
have secured employment in a wide range of organisations including; Jameson,
Accenture, Facebook, KPMG, PwC, JP Morgan, State Street, Citi and Car Trawler.
Perhaps a career within the public sector appeals to you? There are many
opportunities both in Ireland, within the EU and beyond. Examples of roles
include; lawyer within EU institutions, administrative officer (policy development
and managerial responsibilities), policy officer, diplomat, communications
officer, researcher, and teacher. UCD Law graduates are working in organisations
from the Department of Justice & Equality and the Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade, to the European Commission, European Data Protection Agency, and
UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs.
The not for profit sector is also an option, working in a role where you are
utilising your legal skills and knowledge or in another area such as campaigning,
fundraising, communications or corporate social responsibility partnership
management. UCD law graduates have secured opportunities in organisations
such as; Rehab Group, Irish Red Cross, and Amnesty International.
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Joanna Siewierska,
Bachelor of Law & Social
Justice (2019)

When I started at UCD I wasn’t sure what I wanted to do, I just
wanted to get involved. The first thing I participated in was 100
minds and the Student Ambassador programme which I couldn't
recommend enough. it was so good in terms of networking and
helped me secure an Events and Communications Assistant role in
the Alumni Office in my final year.
I have also worked as a Trainer for the National Student
Engagement Programme which helped me develop my
communication and public speaking skills. I then became
Lead Trainer where I took on administrative and coordination
responsibilities. Furthermore, I became part of the Irish Second
Level Students Union as Education Officer and then Deputy
President. These experiences really stood to me when addressing
students for the recent campaign to become SU President. I am
now President of UCD Students’ Union, a member of the European
Economic and Social Committee, and I am still involved in training
SU Activists for the Organising Bureau of European School Student
Unions and European Students Union.
I focused on building my network whilst I was at college and have
always been open to new opportunities that have emerged. For
example, from attending an International Lawyers Case Convention
in The Hague, I secured a voluntary opportunity at PILnet: The
Global Network for Public Interest Law, a global conference and
major networking opportunity.
My advice would be to make the most of the people around you
as you never know how your networks can help you. UCD is just a
giant network so don’t be afraid to tell your lecturers about what
you are interested in outside the classroom. When you meet
interesting people drop them an email or add them on LinkedIn.
Don’t be scared, take a chance and reply quickly. I had no idea
that I had the potential to work in international human rights. I’ve
achieved amazing things by networking in UCD and beyond and
have been very successful so far. And remember, it’s important to
maintain relationships and good practice to share your network!

Amy Fox,
Bachelor of Business
& Law (2016)

Throughout the early years of my degree, I was really interested
in becoming a Solicitor. I got involved with the UCD Law
Society which gave me the opportunity to try my hand at
debating and meet older Law students and alumni who were
working in the legal sector. The insights and network I gained
from these interactions were highly valuable. However, after
completing a summer internship, I started to doubt whether a
career in a law firm was the best choice for me.
In addition to getting involved with student societies, I spent
a year as UCDSU Education Officer. This role allowed me to
gain experience of guiding students through various academic
processes, advocating on behalf of students at university
management level and organising events. My top tip for current
students would be to get involved in co-curricular activities, to
build skills and ultimately enhance your CV and future career
options.
A Career Consultant suggested I use the online resource
‘Profiling for Success’ to gain a better understanding of my
skills, strengths and career interests. Profiling for Success
highlighted my problem solving, creativity and communication
skills and aptitude for roles that involve helping and guiding
others.
Deciding to not complete my FE1 exams and to start down a
new path, working with the UCD Careers Network was a little
daunting at first but that didn’t last long. Business and Law,
and my co-curricular activities, set me up with a huge range of
transferable skills that made the transition to my current role
as a Career Consultant almost seamless.
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Fear
Anne Collins,
Associate, Clifford Chance
Corporate law firms exist to solve legal and commercial issues for their clients. To
do that successfully, firms need to understand their clients' businesses, the context
in which they operate and the issues they face. This requires recruiting candidates
who demonstrate commercial acumen.
To demonstrate commercial acumen in your interview, it is essential that you
understand the firm's core client base and/or target client base and the key issues
facing those clients. Your understanding should then allow you to engage in a
discussion that demonstrates your commercial prowess.
As a starting point, delve into the firm's website. There, you should find the firm's
core client base and you may be able to gauge any clients the firm is targeting. Any
recent content (article/webpages) should indicate the key issues the firm's clients
are facing.
To build a deeper understanding, it is vital that you also get up to speed on what is
being reported in the media. If the firm is focused on tech companies, for example,
get up to speed on what is being reported about Facebook, Google, other tech
companies and the tech industry in general.
Once you understand the issues the firm's clients are facing, you should also be
thinking about how the firm might be able to support their clients in addressing
those issues. For example, a newly introduced regulation that affects the tech
industry might require tech companies to implement new policies that the firm
could assist in drafting.
Some firms will require candidates to take part in an assessment day, as well as an
interview. Find out early on what the assessment day will involve and familiarise
yourself with whatever assessment style is involved.
The assessment day might involve presenting to a group of partners. If so, before
the day, practice as often as you can, presenting on varied topics before the mirror
or, better yet, before an audience.
The selection process might involve a critical thinking test, like the Watson Glasser
Critical Thinking Test. If so, practice the test as often as you can before taking it. This
will mean you are familiar with the format, type of thinking and timing involved.
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Preparing for Interviews
& Assessment Centres
in Corporate Firms
Whilst most advice relating to
interview preparation applies
across all sectors, there are specific
areas that you should focus on for
interviews in corporate firms.

Focus

Employers will be looking to assess
your level of commercial awareness
so you should expect questions that
require you to demonstrate business
and legal knowledge, as well as
provide insights. Here are a few
examples;
• What is the business case for ensuring that organisations are diverse
and inclusive?
• What opportunities and threats does rising environmental
awareness among consumers present for companies?
• Why is health and safety compliance for businesses more important
than ever?
• How is risk managed in M&A transactions?
• Are Irish lawyers prepared for the change and new possibilities
promised by artificial intelligence?
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Get in touch

UCD Careers Network
Library Building
University College Dublin
Belfield, Dublin 4
Ireland
Tel: +353 (0)1 716 7574
Email: careers@ucd.ie

UCD Careers Network
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We are open Monday to Friday from 9am to 5pm,
with late opening till 7.30pm on Wednesdays in
term-time.
You can find us on the corner of the James Joyce
Library building; we have our own entrance next
to the Campus Bookshop and opposite the main
lake. The library building is no.34 on the Belfield
Campus Map.
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Notes

Dates for your diary...
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University College Dublin
Careers Network

DEVELOP YOUR SKILLS

GIVE
yourself the

UCD
Advantage

and gain experience through
involvement in co-curricular activities

GET RECOGNITION
for your development and set
yourself apart from the crowd

SHOWCASE YOUR
ACHIEVEMENTS

and skills to potential employers

To find out more and register
go to: www.ucd.ie/careers

follow us
@ucdcareers
@ucdcareers
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CURIOUS MIND
EY Undergraduate and
Graduate Opportunities
NATURAL TALENT, DEVELOPED NATURALLY.
Whatever your talent, talk to us
Visit eyirelandcareers.ey.com to apply
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